Elected Officials Transportation Committee (EOTC)
Thursday, July 29, 2021 - 4:00pm
Location – Pitkin County BOCC Meeting Room; Host and Chair – Pitkin County
EOTC Background, Documents, and Packet Materials may be found here:
https://pitkincounty.com/1322/Elected-Officials-Transportation-Committ

EOTC Vision: We envision the Roaring Fork Valley as the embodiment of a sustainable transportation
system emphasizing mass transit and mobility that contributes to the happiness and wellbeing of
residents and visitors.
EOTC Mission: Work collectively to reduce and manage the volume of vehicles on the road and
parking system and continue to develop and support a comprehensive multimodal, long-range strategy
that will insure a convenient, equitable and efficient transportation system for the Roaring Fork Valley.
Summary of State Statute and Ballot Requirements: The 0.5% County Transit Sales and Use Tax
shall be used for the purpose of financing, constructing, operating and managing a public, fixed route
mass transportation system within the Roaring Fork Valley.
Public Comment Instructions:
Seating is limited for in person attendance / public comment in order to continue social distancing.
Masks are highly suggested. Joining by Zoom is also available (see details below).
Please click the link below to join the webinar:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83875742929?pwd=cmY1c09zVG9PcEg2Z2N6bmhQMFNsQT09

Password: 024693
Note: Zoom does require the participant to have or create an account. Please ‘raise your hand’ prior to
Public Comment. If you would like to provide comments on one of the agenda items during the meeting
please ‘raise your hand’ and the host or chair will unmute you when the chair acknowledges public
comment for each item.

I.

4:00 - 4:10

PUBLIC COMMENT
(Comments limited to three minutes per person)

II.

4:10 - 4:20

EOTC COMMITTEE MEMBER UPDATES
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III.

4:20 – 5:45

REPORT OUT ON THE FOLLOWING STUDIES AND PROVIDE
ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTION ON THE STAFF PROPOSED
2021 NEAR TERM TRANSIT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM:
1) INTEGRATED MOBILITY SYSTEM (IMS) STUDY
2) UPPER VALLEY TRANSIT ENHANCEMENT (UVTE) STUDY
Page 12
David Pesnichak, Transportation Administrator
Decision Needed: Administrative Direction to Proceed with Staff
Proposed 2021 EOTC Near Term Transit Improvement Program

IV.

5:45 – 6:15

MAROON CREEK ROUNDABOUT RECONSTRUCTION 2022
FUNDING REQUEST
Page 43
David Pesnichak, Transportation Administrator; and,
Andrew Knapp, PE, Resident Engineer, CDOT Glenwood Springs
Residency
Decision Needed: Approval of 2022 Maroon Creek Roundabout
Reconstruction Funding Request, Approval of an Amended 2021 EOTC
Budget, and Authorization for Signature on the Resolution of Approval
for Town of Snowmass Village and City of Aspen (Pitkin County will be
authorized separately as a Supplemental Budget Request)

V.

6:15 – 6.30

Page 54
UPDATES-INFORMATION ONLY (Q&A)
A. Brush Creek Park and Ride to AABC Trail Connection Feasibility
Study
B. Brush Creek Park and Ride – One-Season Food Truck / Farm
Stand Experiment
C. Buttermilk Park and Ride Signage
D. No-Fare Service Cost Transfer from EOTC to RFTA
E. Town of Snowmass Village Transit Center – Progress Update
(Provided by David Peckler, Transportation Director, Town of
Snowmass Village)

*Next meeting is October 28, 2021 – City of Aspen to Host & Chair
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2021 WORK PLAN – FOR REFERENCE ONLY
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2021 WORK PLAN – FOR REFERENCE ONLY
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2021 WORK PLAN – FOR REFERENCE ONLY
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2021 WORK PLAN – FOR REFERENCE ONLY
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2021 WORK PLAN – FOR REFERENCE ONLY

7

2021 BUDGET – FOR REFERENCE ONLY
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ELECTED OFFICIALS TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE (EOTC)
AGREEMENTS & DECISIONS REACHED
AT THE MARCH 25, 2021 MEETING
Location (In Person and Virtual) – Town of Snowmass Village
Town of Snowmass Village - Host & Chair
Elected Officials in Attendance:
Aspen – 5
Torre
Ward Hauenstein
Skippy Mesirow
Ann Mullins
Rachael Richards

Pitkin County - 4
Kelly McNicholas Kury
Steve Child
George Newman
Greg Poschman

Snowmass - 4
Markey Butler
Tom Goode
Bill Madsen
Alyssa Shenk

Absent: Patti Clapper, Bob Sirkus
______________________________________________________________________________
Agreements & Decisions Reached
PUBLIC COMMENT
None
COMMITTEE MEMBER UPDATES
Rachael Richard provided an update and overview of a new transportation funding bill that is
expected to be introduced in the Colorado Legislature in the spring of 2021.
Proposed 2021 EOTC IGA Update
David Pesnichak - Transportation Administrator
Mr. Pesnichak explained the background and context of the proposed EOTC IGA update. Mr.
Pesnichak explained that the Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) between the City of Aspen,
Town of Snowmass Village and Pitkin County that created the EOTC’s organizational structure
is still in its original form from its adoption in 1993. Following guidance from the 2019 EOTC
retreat, the EOTC adopted a Strategic Plan and updated Comprehensive Valley Transportation
Plan (CVTP) in 2020. Among the final steps to be taken from the direction obtained at the retreat
in 2019 includes clarifying the decision making structure and updating the guiding documents
for the EOTC. In accordance with the accepted 2020 and 2021 EOTC Work Plan, this is to be
accomplished through an update to the 1993 IGA and considered in the spring of 2021 following
adoption of the Strategic Plan and updated CVTP.
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It was noted that although the IGA, Resolution 61 and Resolution 62 were adopted separately in
1993, they are also all interdependent. While these separate adoptions appears to have been
logical in 1993 in advance of the election for the ½ cent transit sales and use tax, maintaining
them as independent documents at his point is cumbersome. As a result, Staff recommended an
updated IGA that combines the relevant provisions from the original IGA, Resolution 61, and
Resolution 62.
Mr. Pesnichak noted that the recommended changes from the staff, managers, attorneys, and
bond counsel reviews have been incorporated into the proposed IGA draft. Further, while the
primary goal of this update is the clarify decision making and governance, Staff referred the
proposed IGA to Pitkin County bond council to ensure no inadvertent impacts to revenue
distribution, bonds or bond holders would occur with this update.
The draft proposal included four primary changes to governance and decision making for the
EOTC including: 1) Identifying the organizational structure and committee name, 2) That EOTC
meetings are to be held as noticed special meetings where voting at those meetings is to be final,
3) Identifying the decision making processes, and 4) Identifying what a quorum means to the
EOTC.
Staff recommended that the EOTC adopt the staff proposed IGA update.
The Committee discussed how the proposed IGA would impact an EOTC meeting where one
party does not have a quorum. Following some deliberation, Mr. Pesnichak explained that since
the EOTC would meet in noticed special meetings for each jurisdiction, in this situation an
EOTC meeting would need to be either: 1) rescheduled or continued to another date where a
quorum can be established or, 2) rescheduled for individual meetings within each jurisdiction.
Further, it was noted that the intent of this IGA update was to not only bring the IGA document
up to current times, but also raise the bar for the Committee and how decisions are made. Some
committee members expressed concern that should quorum not be able to be achieved, the
EOTC could end up having many meetings within individual jurisdictions and thereby missing a
shared understanding of the topic at hand. Other committee members stated that with the
presence of online participation, a quorum should be regularly achievable for each jurisdiction.
The question arose whether proxy voting could be used to help gain a quorum at EOTC
meetings. However, since neither the City of Aspen nor the Town of Snowmass Village allow
for proxy voting, that was not an option that could be considered.
It was noted that the sentence that identified a quorum for the committee was unclear,
particularly how the EOTC is to respond if a quorum cannot be achieved. As a result, it was
recommended that this sentence in Section 2.a. of the proposed IGA be amended.
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The committee also discussed a desire for Administrative Direction to require agreement by all
three parties instead of just two as recommended. There was general agreement that
Administrative Direction should be agreed upon by all three jurisdictions and as a result, this
section was recommended to be amended.
The EOTC voted to adopt the staff recommended 2021 IGA Update with the following
amendments: 1) Clarify the options available to the EOTC should a quorum not be established at
an EOTC meeting in Section 2.a., and 2) Identify that Administrative Direction is to be agreed
upon by all three parties, not just two, by amending Section 2.f. and the EOTC Decision Making
Process Overview table. Staff was directed to create the exact wording for these amendments,
have the amendments reviewed by City of Aspen, Town of Snowmass Village and Pitkin County
attorneys, and present the updated IGA draft to each jurisdiction for a final vote.
The vote for the 2021 EOTC IGA update with the aforementioned amendments was conducted
by jurisdiction. The vote was as follows:
Pitkin County: 4-0
Town of Snowmass Village: 4-0
City of Aspen: 5-0
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AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
EOTC MEETING DATE:

July 29, 2021

AGENDA ITEM TITLE:

Integrated Mobility System (IMS) Study and Upper
Valley Transit Enhancement (UVTE) Study Report Out
and Administrative Direction

STAFF RESPONSIBLE:

David Pesnichak, Transportation Administrator

CONSULTING TEAMS:

IMS: Fehr and Peers
UVTE: Mead and Hunt

ISSUE STATEMENT: In 2020 and 2021 the EOTC with support from RFTA and CDOT,
commissioned two studies: the Integrated Mobility System (IMS) study and the Upper Valley Transit
Enhancement (UVTE) study. While these two studies were conducted independently and with separate
consulting teams, the IMS can be viewed as the umbrella study. The UVTE, which focusses on
infrastructure improvements to increase access to and efficiency of transit, is a first step in progressing
BRT Enhancements, which is one of the five strategies of the IMS. Based on the results of these two
studies, Staff has developed an EOTC Near Term Transit Improvement Program that prioritizes the most
productive and feasible efforts identified in these two studies into three priority tiers. The efforts
identified in the first and second tiers are those projects that are most in need, feasible in the near term,
and/or are necessary to progress later efforts. Staff will utilize the direction provided from EOTC 2021
Near Term Transit Improvement Program as guidance to help develop the coming EOTC Budgets and
Work Plans starting with 2022. As a result, Staff is looking for Administrative Direction to proceed with
the proposed EOTC 2021 Near Term Transit Improvement Program as proposed.
BACKGROUND:

Memo Contents
-

-

Integrated Mobility System (IMS) study
o Background
o Outcomes
Upper Valley Transit Enhancement (UVTE) study
o Background
o Outcomes
EOTC Near Term Transit Improvement Program
o Purpose and Legal Standing
o Components of the Program
o How the Program will be Utilized
Staff Recommendation
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Integrated Mobility System (IMS) Study – Phase 2

Background:
The Community Forum Task Force on Transportation and Mobility is a 31-citizen member
committee that was created to address the transportation issues that have plagued the upper
Roaring Fork Valley. The Task Force met in 2016 and 2017. In 2017 the Task Force released the
Upper Valley Mobility Report which outline the Integrated Mobility System (IMS). The IMS is
comprised of five key pillars or strategies that could be implemented as budgets permit over
short, mid, and long-term timeframes.
The five strategies identified within the IMS are (See graphic below): phased BRT
enhancements, ride sharing, ride hailing, HOV Lane enforcement, and congestion reduction
measures.

Five Pillars or Strategies of the IMS

This analysis of the IMS has been a 2 phase, 1.5-year study starting in 2020 and completing in
2021.

Phase 1 - In 2019, the EOTC and RFTA pooled resources to begin an initial analysis of the IMS
in 2020, which was completed by Fehr and Peers.
The Phase 1 analysis included:
a. Refinement and definition of the five strategies identified in the IMS to allow for
modeling purposes.
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b. Performance of a high-level effectiveness analysis of the five strategies of the IMS to
create a general picture of the potential reduction in vehicle miles travelled (VMT),
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and reduced single occupancy vehicle (SOV) travel.
c. Identification of a draft initial implementation framework.
Phase 1 created a ranked effectiveness of the five strategies of the IMS based on anticipated
long-term congestion reduction and related greenhouse gas emissions.

Phase 1 Anticipated Long Term Effectiveness of the five IMS strategies if implemented
independently

In addition, Phase 1 highlighted two major takeaways from the analysis:
- Interdependency of strategies:
Individual measures can have limited impacts on reductions to congestion and greenhouse gas
emissions, however their effectiveness can be multiplied when implemented as a system.
- No Silver Bullet:
When moving forward with congestion mitigation and limiting greenhouse gas emissions, small
incremental steps that build on one another are expected to have the greatest overall impact.

Based on the identified effectiveness of the five strategies of the IMS along with the two noted
takeaways, the Fehr and Peers team developed the following draft implementation outline.
Short-Term Implementation (0-5 Years):
‐
‐
‐

HOV lane enforcement on State Highway (SH) 82
Increase parking prices and expand hours of pricing in downtown Aspen
Speed and reliability improvements along BRT route
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‐

Implement pilot ridesharing app for commuters

Medium-Term Implementation (3-10 Years):
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Implement ride hailing service in Aspen/Snowmass Area
Monitor performance to ensure mobility and emissions goals are being met
Expand the City of Aspen’s carsharing program, and begin fleet electrification
Expand the Aspen Downtowner’s service and fleet
Construct new Park & Ride in the Carbondale/El Jebel/Basalt area, and enhance bus
connections between Snowmass and Aspen

Long-Term Implementation (11+ Years):
‐

Implement dynamic road pricing on SH 82

Throughout Phase 1, Fehr and Peers in conjunction with Staff developed three report out
memoranda. At the end of Phase 1, the Transportation Administrator along with the Fehr and
Peers team reported these conclusions out to the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners,
the City of Aspen City Council, the Town of Snowmass Village Town Council, and the RFTA
Board. These report out meetings all occurred in September of 2020.

Phase 2 - With direction from the EOTC and support from RFTA and CDOT, Pitkin County
procured the assistance of Fehr and Peers to execute Phase 2 of this study. The Phase 2 analysis
was completed in June 2021 and includes the follow elements:
a. Develop performance measures and an evaluation framework to ensure the IMS is
working well and achieving the desired goals.
b. More detailed travel analysis on what trips are likely to be affected by the IMS and more
detail on how to mitigate some of the impacts caused by the IMS.
c. Using the detailed travel analysis, perform a more detailed transportation GHG emissions
analysis.
d. Perform an equity impact analysis of the IMS to understand which groups might be
disproportionally impacted and develop mitigation measures to address those impacts.
e. Perform an autonomous vehicle risk and benefit assessment to understand how the IMS
will need to be adjusted to a future with AVs (includes both private AVs and autonomous
transit).
f. Analyze the potential impacts from COVID-19 on the implementation of the IMS.
A final professional written report documenting the methodology, process and findings for the
overall IMS can be found in Attachment 3 (due to the size of the report, a link is provided).
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For analysis purposes, Fehr and Peers broke the travel patterns into four “travel markets”:
Residents, Workers, Local Visitors, and Non-Local Visitors. Based on the VMT and GHG
emissions research conducted by Fehr and Peers, the report made several conclusions:
-

Non-local visitors contribute the most to the VMT into Aspen and Snowmass Village –
more than 50 percent in the summer and nearly as much in the peak winter season
Commuters are the next largest share of VMT and total trip making after non-local
visitors
Residents and local visitors represent much smaller shares of total trips and VMT into
Aspen and Snowmass Village

From this analysis, the report notes that “Based on these results, it is clear that substantial
reductions in VMT and GHG emissions into Aspen and Snowmass Village will require a focus
on non-local visitors and commuters. However, when evaluating how to manage travel from
these two groups, the implications to equity and the overall economic engine of the region must
be taken into consideration.”
When factoring in Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) and the long-term effects of the COVID-19
pandemic, Fehr and Peers forecasted the anticipated impacts to per capita VMT and per capita
transit ridership. The impacts of COVID-19 are expected mostly in the nearer term out to 2030
while widespread AV utilization is not expected until 2030 to 2050.
A couple of the more notable factors identified in the Fehr and Peers study impacting long term
per capita VMT and GHG emissions include (see report for more detail):
- Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) are expected to have both a push and pull effect on VMT
over the long term. More specifically, private and rental AVs are expected to notably
increase VMT particularly from non-local visitors while transit AVs are expected to
slightly decrease VMT among commuters and residents. Overall, AVs are expected to
have a stronger push (increase) than a pull (decrease) on VMT within the Upper Valley.
- Remote work is not available to a large portion of the Upper Valley work force. As a
result, remote work is not expected to have as large of a pull (decrease) impact on VMT
and GHG emissions in the long term in the Upper Valley as it could in other locations. In
addition, should remote work encourage other workers to move into the Upper Valley to
live and work full or part time for a remote employer, this will likely to drive up VMT
and transit trips within the resident travel market.
Below is the graph created by Fehr and Peers showing the overall expected trends in VMT per
capita and Transit Trips per capita out to 2050. This graph combines all of the travel markets
evaluated by Fehr and Peers within the Upper Valley. For a breakdown of each travel market and
an explanation of the inputs, please see the report linked as Attachment 3.
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Utilizing the analysis on GHG emissions and VMT, the IMS Study report makes several
recommendations as discussed below.
Outcomes:
Based on the results from the IMS Phase 1 and Phase 2 studies, Fehr and Peers established the
below implementation packages based on levels of effectiveness to reduce VMT and GHG
emissions.
To provide some context for these packages, Fehr and Peers provided the following explanation:
Each of the packages have independent utility, but some packages, notably
packages 1, 2, and 3 would likely not be combined, whereas packages 4 and 5 could
be implemented with any combination of other packages. The packages were
developed based, in part, on the Phase 1 finding that HOV lane enforcement did
not have any direct VMT or GHG emissions benefits, but it strongly enhanced the
other IMS strategies. Similarly, given that the Aspen/Snowmass Village area
already has strong transit service, the BRT enhancements suggested in the IMS
would have less of a stand-alone benefit than we would see in most other
communities, but they provide fundamental support to increasing the cost of driving
(through parking fees, tolls, or cordon charges) that are part of packages 1-3.
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As is noted in the report from Fehr and Peers, while packages 1 and 2, and particularly Managed
Lanes (High Occupancy Toll, or HOT lanes) and a Cordon Toll, can provide the greatest
reductions in VMT and GHG emissions they also present significant legal, operational, financial,
equity, and public relations hurdles. It is also worth noting that either the implementation of a
Managed Lane or a Cordon Toll is likely to require an amended or new Record of Decision
(ROD) from the Federal Highways Administration (FHWA) for that respective section of
Highway 82.
The Fehr and Peers study also reviewed equity concerns, particularly from congestion pricing. In
order to offset the increased inequity that Managed Lanes and Cordon Tolling can create, it is
recommended that revenues from tolling go back into improving and expanding public transit,
bicycling and walking options.
The Fehr and Peers report offers the following conclusion regarding equity:
… it appears that congestion pricing, in general, could have a greater impact on
lower income residents and employees since the price charged does not vary based
on income. The effects are less pronounced for priced lanes compared to an overall
cordon toll since the priced lanes include a free (although congested) option for
those who cannot or do not want to pay for that particular trip. These findings are
entirely in-line with the Aspen Institute’s Upper Valley Mobility
Report.
Implementing congestion pricing on SH 82 could add an additional cost burden for
these people, while residents who can afford to both live and work in Aspen would
not need to regularly pay this cost, which could add to the disparate impact of
tolling. Priced lanes can be seen as inequitable because rush hour travelers who
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commute in the same direction as congestion (where congestion pricing would be
most effective) are largely affluent and are more capable of paying the cost (Rand
Corporation and Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, 2007). However,
there may be options to reinvest tolling revenue into transit facilities as to improve
transit performance and mobility for riders.
Finally, the IMS Phase 2 study recommended performance measures to be utilized to monitor
progress. These are outlined in the chart below.
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Upper Valley Transit Enhancement (UVTE) Study

Background:
The UVTE progresses the “BRT Enhancements” strategy identified in the IMS (described
above), which is a basic component to the overall success of the IMS.
The goal of the UVTE is to identify and prioritize infrastructure projects between Service Center
Road (Aspen Airport) and the Maroon Creek Roundabout that:
1) Increase transit efficiency and speed; and,
2) Increase bicycle / pedestrian access to transit stops.
This study was set up to identify the most effective, feasible, and implementable infrastructure
improvements that will increase the efficiency and accessibility of transit while considering
existing plans and redevelopment efforts currently under review. The study also had emphasis on
projects that could and should be progressed in the near term.
The stages and elements of the study were as follows:
a. Existing conditions and needs assessment.
b. Identification of possible infrastructure improvements to achieve the stated goals.
c. Create a cost/benefit analysis and prioritized list of most impactful and cost effective
improvements to achieve the stated goals.
d. Develop a final plan for implementation.
e. Any unused budgeted funds are to be utilized to create initial concept plans for the top
2-3 identified projects. (To be completed between July 29, 2021 and December 31, 2021)
The result is a detailed analysis of the transit, vehicle and access infrastructure through the study
corridor. The proposed improvements were modeled to determine effectiveness at improving
transit efficiency and access not only at the individual project level but also as a system.
Mead and Hunt evaluated the identified improvements utilizing Measurements of Effectiveness
(MOEs). These included a rating scale of effectiveness in the following categories:
- Multimodal (Person Throughput, HOV Travel Time, Non-Auto Mode Share)
- Vehicle (Intersection Level of Service, Auto Travel Time, Crash Reduction)
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- Pedestrian / Bicycle (Walkshed Size, Pedestrian Exposure/Conflicts, Bicycle Level of Traffic
Stress)
- Transit (Transit Ridership, Transit Travel Time)
- Other Impacts (Cost, Regulatory Impact, Stakeholder Preference, Emissions)
The improvements that were evaluated through the above Measurements of Effectiveness were
first identified primarily from traffic and walk shed models. As a result, it is important to keep in
mind that the identified improvements are at the idea and concept generation stage only based on
modelling results. Complete designs and thorough feasibility of each of these improvements
would be necessary if they move forward.
Staff reviewed the results of the analysis conducted by Mead and Hunt and has done further
refinement of the recommendations based on legal and other contexts. The staff recommended
list of projects is reflected in the proposed EOTC Near Term Transit Improvement Program.
Also reflected in the proposed EOTC Near Term Transit Improvement Program, based on the
contract with Mead and Hunt, are three projects to progress immediately to concept plan
development by Mead and Hunt. As a part of the contract with Mead and Hunt, any remaining
funds are to be utilized to progress the top 2-3 infrastructure projects through conceptual design.
The amount of time available from the Mead and Hunt team will be limited by the amount of
funds available from the current UVTE project budget.
The benefit to obtaining a conceptual design of these projects are: 1) it increases public
understanding of the project and enables further evaluation; and 2) it is valuable in obtaining
grants and furthering permitting with the necessary authorities. It is important to note that a
concept plan is not a full construction or permitted design and while it is an important step in that
direction, it does not enable the project to be considered “shovel ready”. Further design funding
would need to be identified by either the EOTC or other sources for the identified projects in
order to achieve full design.
Outcomes:
The analysis conducted by Mead and Hunt identified several possible improvements for
consideration. As an overview description of all the improvements considered, these
improvements are outlined below, moving geographically up valley from Service Center Road to
the Maroon Creek Roundabout.
Please note that the below outline is an overview listing of all improvements considered and each
of these projects are not necessarily recommended for further action. The projects recommended
for further action are identified in the 2021 EOTC Near Term Transit Improvement Program
(Attachment 1 - staff recommendation). Also, a more detailed staff analysis is provided in the
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2021 EOTC Near Term Transit Improvement Program section of this memo along with visuals
of the improvements if applicable and available.
- HOV Lane Enforcement – Generally, the study identified that enforcement of the existing HOV
lanes is necessary to decrease overall congestion or improve transit efficiency. The traffic
modeling conducted assumed effective HOV lane enforcement.
- HOV Lane Extensions – This modification is to extend the HOV lane moving up valley at the
Airport and at the Maroon Creek Roundabout. These extensions would convert limited sections
of the existing Bus Only Lane into HOV lane in order to reduce overall congestion at those
bottlenecks.
- Traffic Signal Technology Improvement – Advanced signal technology was evaluated as a way
to improve transit efficiency through this corridor.
- Service Center Road – New traffic signal with pedestrian crossing and speed limit reduction
from 55mph to 45mph on Highway 82. This improvement is intended to: 1) provide a protected
crossing to the RFTA stop on both sides of Highway 82, and 2) increase safety for vehicles on
Highway 82 and those entering the Highway from Service Center Road.
- Sage Way Sidewalk – It was noted that Sage Way within the AABC does not have consistent
sidewalks. This improvement is intended to increase safe bicycle and pedestrian connections to
transit stops in this area.
- BRT Connection to New Airport Terminal – This evaluation was included within this study in
order to identify how to maintain existing transit times should the BRT transit stop be relocated
into a new Airport terminal. Operational issues with this approach or other alternatives to serve
the airport with transit were not evaluated. Time penalties from luggage was also not calculated
as a part of this study.
- Harmony / Owl Creek Road – New grade separated bicycle and pedestrian crossing at
Buttermilk, a bus bypass lane going up valley at the Harmony signal, and a bus bypass lane
going down valley at the Owl Creek signal. A grade separated bicycle and pedestrian crossing is
necessary to implement an Owl Creek signal transit bypass lane. These improvements are
intended to: 1) provide superior protection for bicyclists and pedestrians across Highway 82 at
Buttermilk, 2) removes the pedestrian crossing time at the Owl Creek signal thereby reducing
transit and overall vehicle congestion, and 3) increase transit efficiency by allowing transit
vehicles the ability to bypass one of the two signals at this intersection.
- HAWK Signal at Aspen Country Inn – A HAWK signal (High-Intensity Activated cross
WalK beacon) was evaluated as an infrastructure solution to facilitate pedestrians crossing
Highway 82 to access the down valley transit stop at Aspen Country Inn. HAWK beacons are
designed and intended to be used on high-speed multi-lane highways similar to Highway 82.
- Trail from Truscott to Buttermilk on south side of Highway 82. This trail connection was
evaluated as a way to create safe pedestrian and bicycle access to existing transit stops along this
corridor, including from the Aspen Country Inn.
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- Maroon Creek Roundabout Down Valley Channelization – This improvement would consist of
a physical lane separation between the outside and inside lanes on the down valley side of the
Maroon Creek Roundabout. This would effectively provide a down valley bypass lane for all
traffic, including transit. Because traffic is mixed through the roundabout, in order to speed up
transit times at this congestion point it is necessary for all vehicles to move through the
roundabout and queues more efficiently.
- Cemetery Lane Bus Queue Jump – This queue jump was evaluated in the down valley direction
at Cemetery Lane and would enable transit to jump a queue of vehicles stopped at the Cemetery
Lane signal. This improvement is intended to increase transit efficiency and could work
symbiotically with the Maroon Creek Roundabout Down Valley Channelization.

The UVTE study prepared by Mead and Hunt concludes with the following recommendation:
Based on the results of the analysis, the spot bus priority improvements
(channelization/ queue jumps), in combination with the roundabout channelization
and a pedestrian underpass at Owl Creek is suggested for advancement to
engineering design. The costs are estimated to be approximately $15 to $18
million. At this time, adjusting the limits of the HOV lanes and/ or dedicated bus
lanes is not recommended until further exploration of the reimbursement
obligations and compatibility within the Entrance to Aspen Record of Decision can
be undertaken.
Mobility package phasing is suggested as follows:
Short-term Recommendations:
•

Conduct a pilot channelization of the down valley roundabout outer lane.
If successful, permanently deploy (in summer season)

•

Construct additional bus priority treatments (channelization at Owl Creek/
Harmony), queue jumps at Cemetery Lane

•

Enforce HOV lane compliance

Mid-term Recommendations:
•

Construct Owl Creek pedestrian underpass

•

Construct shared use path connection from Aspen Country Inn to Owl
Creek
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EOTC Near Term Transit Improvement Program
Purpose and Legal Standing
The 2021 EOTC Near Term Transit Improvement Program was developed as a method to
consolidate the outcomes of the IMS study and the UVTE into one staff recommendation.
The purpose of this document is to concisely represent the near term direction that staff feels is
appropriate for the EOTC following the conclusion of these two studies. Staff is recommending
that this document be accepted as Administrative Direction only, which does not require
memorialization in the form of a resolution. However, Administrative Direction does require
agreement of the three EOTC jurisdiction to proceed. If accepted, staff will then utilize this
document to development the upcoming EOTC budgets and work plans starting in 2022. In
addition, this document will provide the necessary direction to Mead and Hunt to proceed with
concept plan development through the remainder of 2021 on the identified infrastructure
projects.

Components of the Program
The Staff recommendation is included as the proposed 2021 EOTC Near Term Transit
Improvement Program (Attachment 1). This staff recommendation and outcome from the July 29
EOTC meeting is intended to provide staff with direction when preparing the 2022 / 2023 (and
possibly beyond) EOTC Work Plans and Budgets. This Program is a 3 tiered consolidated
priority approach to identifying which efforts should be kicked off first based on the results of
the IMS and UVTE studies. You will notice that the efforts are not individually ranked within
each tier. This was done intentionally to allow for some flexibility among the projects within a
Tier.
This consolidated recommendation is anticipated to be a "near term" work effort prioritization
with further discussion needed (likely in a retreat in 2022) to discuss the prioritization of longer
term and more intensive efforts such as congestion pricing on Highway 82 and possibly the
Entrance to Aspen.
Approval of the 2021 Near Term Transit Improvement Program does not allocate any funding for
any specific projects. Funding for prioritized projects will occur as a part of the annual EOTC
budget process.
The 3 Tiers within the Transit Improvement Program include:
- Tier 1 - "First Priority" efforts are those that have a higher value to dollar ratio or are important
preliminary efforts to Tier 2 projects. This includes three infrastructure projects that are proposed
to be moved directly to concept plan development in 2021 as an extension of the current contract
with Mead and Hunt.
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- Tier 2 - "Second Priority" efforts are those that have a lower value to dollar ratio or are
dependent on an effort identified in tier one. Tier 2 projects can still be pursued sooner should
conditions change (e.g. grant opportunity and / or Tier 1 effort is completed).
- Tier 3 - "Third Priority" efforts are those that are important but require further clarification
from another project (e.g. airport terminal design or AABC Access Control Plan build out), have
a significant cost, and/or significant legal hurdles. These projects are not likely to move forward
in the near term unless conditions change (e.g. airport terminal design completed, AABC Access
Control Plan is progressing, State law is amended, etc.).
- The "Other Projects Considered" grouping are those efforts that require significantly more
study or showed very little effectiveness in assisting transit efficiency and/or bike/ped access to
transit. These projects were pulled from the priority Tiers to identify that staff is not
recommending they move forward at this time as a part of the upcoming EOTC Work Plans and
Budgets. Similar to Tier 3 projects, however, should conditions change then the prioritization of
these efforts can also change.
A total of 16 efforts have been prioritized in the 2021 EOTC Near Term Transit Improvement
Program. Below is a description of each of the 16 efforts organized by priority tier and in the
same order as they appear in the staff recommended Transit Improvement Program document
(Attachment 1).

Tier 1
- Aspen Country Inn Trail Improvements to Bike / Ped Underpass and Transit Stops at Truscott
and Buttermilk
Mead and Hunt analyzed this project within the UVTE study. This effort progresses the “BRT
Enhancement” strategy within the IMS. The goal of this improvement is to provide basic bicycle
and pedestrian infrastructure that connects the Aspen Country Inn (low-income senior priority
housing) and other residential and commercial developments along this south side stretch of
Highway 82 to transit stops at Truscott and Buttermilk. While this improvement will not bridge
the bicycle and pedestrian divide that Highway 82 creates, it will provide safe connections to
Truscott, which has a bicycle and pedestrian underpass and Buttermilk, which currently has a
signalized bicycle and pedestrian crossing.
This improvement is not intended to supplant the EOTC’s support of the Aspen Country Inn’s
Taxi in Lieu service, but is instead intended to compliment it.
Staff recommends this as a Tier 1 project as it is needed basic bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure to safely reach existing transit services. Staff also recommends that this project
move directly to concept plan design by Mead and Hunt in 2021.
Note: Staff has received input from a property owner on Hideaway Lane that is supportive of a
trail connection along the south side of Highway 82 connecting to the transit stop at Truscott.
Please see Attachment 2 for a copy of this letter of support. While the UVTE study generally
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looked at trail connections between Truscott and Buttermilk, an extension of that trail east to
Hideaway Lane in order to increase transit connections to those residences can be examined at
the time of project development and design.
Illustration from Mead and Hunt showing conceptual location of Buttermilk to Truscott trail
connection

- Design and Feasibility Review of Maroon Creek Roundabout Down Valley Channelization and
Down Valley Queue Jump at Cemetery Lane
Mead and Hunt analyzed this project within the UVTE study. This effort progresses the “BRT
Enhancement” strategy within the IMS. The goal of the Maroon Creek Roundabout down valley
channelization and Cemetery Lane down valley queue jump are to increase transit efficiency
through the congested Maroon Creek Roundabout and Cemetery Lane signal in the down valley
direction.
As traffic is mixed through the Roundabout, traffic modeling has shown that reducing conflict
points for all traffic through the Roundabout is necessary to decrease transit times. As a result,
this improvement is expected to reduce overall congestion in the down valley direction,
particularly in the afternoon rush hour, for all traffic including transit. Functionally, this would
provide a down valley channelized lane that separates the outside lane with a raised barrier. This
channelization would eliminate the need to merge into the roundabout for down valley traffic
staying on Highway 82 thereby reducing dwell times and queue lengths entering the roundabout
from Aspen. Consistent with current conditions, down valley traffic would then merge into the
left lane after the roundabout as the right lane turns into a bus only lane.
CDOT has expressed concerns with snow removal with this channelization and has offered a
possible seasonal rubber curb solution. Should this project move forward, staff would work with
CDOT to identify possible channelization options. One benefit to the removable lane separation
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solution offered by CDOT for this channelization is that this improvement can then be easily
piloted for a season to test effectiveness.
The down valley queue jump at Cemetery Lane is anticipated to function symbiotically with the
Roundabout Channelization and as a result these projects have been grouped together. This fairly
simple infrastructure change for a queue jump would allow transit to bypass traffic waiting at the
Cemetery Lane signal. This queue jump would also line up transit vehicles well for the Cemetery
Lane transit stop.
The next steps for both the Maroon Creek Roundabout channelization and the Cemetery Lane
queue jump is to move into further preliminary design and feasibility review (e.g. a radii analysis
to ensure transit and large trucks can easily navigate a lane separation). Both of these projects
would require CDOT permitting and approval. As a result, staff is recommending that this
project move directly to concept plan design by Mead and Hunt in 2021. This concept plan will
provide a valuable first step toward necessary design, feasibility and permitting discussions.
It is worth noting that this effort will not affect the anticipated 2022 Roundabout reconstruction
that is being led by CDOT. Should this channelization project progress, any rollout of these
improvements would occur after the Roundabout reconstruction is complete. In addition, at this
time no changes to curb lines or other pavement improvements conducted in 2022 are expected
to be modified.
Illustration from Mead and Hunt showing conceptual outline of Maroon Creek Roundabout
channelization
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Illustration from Mead and Hunt showing conceptual outline of Cemetery Lane queue jump

- Design and Feasibility Review of Harmony / Owl Creek Transit Signal Bypass Lane and
Buttermilk Bike / Ped Underpass
Mead and Hunt analyzed this project within the UVTE study. This effort progresses the “BRT
Enhancement” strategy within the IMS. The goals for these improvements are to: 1) provide
superior protection for bicyclists and pedestrians across Highway 82 at Buttermilk, 2) remove the
pedestrian crossing time at the Owl Creek signal thereby reducing transit and overall vehicle
congestion, and 3) increase transit efficiency by allowing transit vehicles the ability to bypass
one of the two signals at this intersection.
These improvements would consist of: 1) a grade separated bicycle and pedestrian crossing at
Buttermilk, 2) a bus bypass lane going up valley at the Harmony signal, and 3) a bus bypass lane
going down valley at the Owl Creek signal. A grade separated bicycle and pedestrian crossing is
necessary to implement an Owl Creek signal transit bypass lane since the at-grade bicycle and
pedestrian crossing would be eliminated.
The next steps for these improvements is to move into further preliminary design and feasibility
review. These projects would require CDOT permitting and approval. As a result, staff is
recommending that this project move directly to concept plan design by Mead and Hunt in 2021.
This concept plan will provide a valuable first step toward necessary design, feasibility and
permitting.
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Illustrations from Mead and Hunt showing conceptual outline of Harmony Lane / Owl Creek
Bypass and location of new grade separated bicycle and pedestrian crossing

- HOV Lane Enforcement Analysis
Mead and Hunt, and Fehr and Peers analyzed HOV Lane Enforcement within the UVTE and
IMS studies. This effort progresses the “HOV Lane Enforcement” strategy within the IMS. Both
studies recommended that the existing HOV lanes be enforced. The UVTE study noted that
according to their traffic modeling, enforcement of the existing HOV lanes can help reduce
overall congestion. Meanwhile the IMS study noted that although enforcement of the existing
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HOV lanes is not expected to affect VMT or GHG emissions, enforcement of the HOV lane is
necessary for other efforts be successful, such as ride sharing programs.
Based on discussions up to this point with the Pitkin County Sheriff’s Office, while staff
understands the Sheriff’s Office is generally supportive of HOV lane enforcement, staffing
concerns and prioritization of other needs prevent regular enforcement of the HOV lane. At this
point and looking at experience, it is staff’s opinion that it is unlikely that the Sheriff’s Office
will be able to staff up appropriately in order to prioritize HOV lane enforcement.
As the Committee members may recall, staff briefly looked into possible automated enforcement
systems for the HOV lane in 2019. At that time, the automated enforcement technology had not
been proven and was still in experimental stages.
Based on this context, a professional analysis of possible automated options vs. cost of hiring
staff to conduct HOV lane enforcement is recommended as a first step. It is possible this effort
may need to be implemented in a phased approach. Staff is recommending this as a Tier 1 effort
since HOV lane enforcement is necessary to progress with other efforts identified in the Transit
Improvement Program.

- Analysis of Up Valley and Down Valley BRT Direct Service to Snowmass Village
Fehr and Peers identified that increased / more efficient up valley and down valley BRT direct
service to Snowmass Village could affect VMT and GHG emissions. This effort progresses the
“BRT Enhancement” strategy within the IMS. The goal of this analysis is to look at current
service levels and routes servicing Snowmass Village from both up valley and down valley
directions to determine service levels that will maximize transit ridership. This analysis is not
intended to supplant the existing BRT connecting service to Snowmass Village.
Before simply increasing service levels to Snowmass Village, this analysis is to look at transit
connections to Snowmass Village to evaluate transit effectiveness and efficiency, and determine
cost, frequency, and expected utilization of increased/enhanced service levels. It is staff’s opinion
that as Snowmass Village is one of the largest transit service areas in the Roaring Fork Valley
and service levels to Snowmass Village have increased over the past several years, a
comprehensive analysis of existing service levels in collaboration with RFTA and the Town of
Snowmass Village is needed at this time.
As transit service levels can be adjusted relatively quickly and have a more immediate impact
than infrastructure improvements, this analysis is recommended as a Tier 1 effort.
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Tier 2
- Pilot Ridesharing app for Commuters
Fehr and Peers analyzed this effort within the IMS study. This effort progresses the “Ride
Sharing” strategy within the IMS. This pilot and possible long-term implementation could
require contracting with a third party vendor for development and operation of the app.
Deployment of an HOV lane enforcement program is necessary for the success of a rideshare
app. As a result, staff recommends a pilot ridesharing app as Tier 2 since it is dependent on the
prior HOV lane enforcement effort listed in Tier 1.
In addition, RFTA is currently working through a First Last Mile Mobility (FLMM) study. While
this study is focused bike share, phase 2 of that study may look at ride sharing. As a result, staff
would like to build off any ridesharing information and recommendations as appropriate from
that study when it is completed.

- Analysis of Regional Ride Hailing and Car Sharing Service
Fehr and Peers analyzed this effort within the IMS study. This effort progresses the “Ride
Hailing” strategy within the IMS. Since the IMS study showed limited potential benefits to VMT
and GHG emissions from a regional ride hailing and/or car sharing program, these studies are
within the Tier 2 priorities. A regional ride hailing and car sharing program could, however, be
complementary to transit ridership if deployed appropriately.
In addition, RFTA is currently working through a First Last Mile Mobility (FLMM) study. While
this study is focused bike share, phase 2 of that study may look at ride hailing and car sharing. As
a result, staff would like to build off any ride hailing and car sharing information and
recommendations as appropriate from that study when it is completed.
The likely next step for this effort is to conduct an analysis of appropriate programs for regional
ride hailing and car sharing. As this is a constantly evolving transportation field, staff anticipates
getting the input and advice of a focused expert will be important in rolling out a program that is
effective as a compliment to transit service.

- Additional Permanent Automated Vehicle Counters on Brush Creek Road, Owl Creek Road,
Airport/AABC and Highway 82 in Pitkin County
Fehr and Peers analyzed this effort within the IMS study. This effort is important in evaluated the
impacts of all strategies within the IMS. Currently, the only permanent counter on Highway 82 in
the upper valley is at the Castle Creek bridge. While this counter has been very beneficial over
the years and should remain in place, to be able to better track VMT, GHG emissions, and
congestion over the long term, additional permanent counters are recommended.
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While the specific locations of these counters are not yet identified, the general locations
identified to date are at Brush Creek Road near Highway 82, Owl Creek Road, and on Highway
82 at the AABC / Airport. Another possible location is just down valley of the Brush Creek Park
and Ride on Highway 82.
The next step for this effort is likely to put out an RFP to install these counters following
preliminary discussions with CDOT. Staff anticipates that these counters will require permitting
through CDOT for the locations on Highway 82.

- Analysis of Valley Wide Commuter Parking, EV Charging, and Ride Hailing / Sharing Pick Up /
Drop Off Locations
Fehr and Peers analyzed several of these efforts within the IMS study. This analysis progresses
the “Ride Sharing”, “Ride Hailing”, and “Congestion Reduction” strategies within the IMS. The
purpose of this analysis is to evaluate existing parking availability and pricing to transit riders
throughout the Valley, availability and pricing of EV charging, and availability of ride hailing
and ridesharing pick up and drop off locations. The goal of this study would be to create and/or
enhance parking and parking pricing, EV charging, and ride sharing / hailing at transit transfer
locations (first and last mile connections) throughout the Valley to incentivize transit ridership.
As a part of the Fehr and Peers IMS study, there are recommendations to “increase parking
prices and expand hours of pricing in downtown Aspen” and “construct new Park and Ride in the
Carbondale/El Jebel/Basalt area”. This analysis is intended to make headway on both of these
efforts by looking at parking in a more holistic fashion and further including EV
charging/pricing. Since the expansion of ride sharing and ride hailing services also affect park
and ride facilities, staff is also recommending that the available infrastructure be evaluated to
facilitate those pick up and drop off locations as appropriate.
As is noted earlier, RFTA is currently working through a First Last Mile Mobility (FLMM)
study. While this study is focused bike share, phase 2 of that study may look at other first/last
mile mobility options. As a result, staff would like to build off any first/last mile information and
recommendations as appropriate from that study when it is completed. It is also contemplated
that this analysis could and maybe should be progressed in tandem with the previously noted ride
sharing, ride hailing, and car sharing efforts. As a result, staff has prioritized this analysis as a
Tier 2 priority.

Tier 3
- Service Center Road Signalization and Hwy 82 Brush Creek P&R to Airport Speed Limit
Reduction
Mead and Hunt analyzed this project within the UVTE study. This effort progresses the “BRT
Enhancement” strategy within the IMS. The goal of this improvement is to: 1) provide a
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protected crossing to the RFTA stops on both sides of Highway 82, and 2) increase safety for
vehicles on Highway 82 and those entering the Highway from Service Center Road.
While the signalization of Service Center Road and Highway 82 can achieve both of its intended
goals and the traffic models show little to no increase in congestion or travel times, this
improvement is not consistent with CDOT’s AABC Access Control Plan (ACP). In addition, the
final terminal design for the Airport is yet to be determined. It is staff’s opinion that a final
design for a new Airport terminal is necessary before pursuing this project any further.
Depending on the outcome of the Airport terminal design and Highway 82 access points,
signalization of this intersection may or may not be warranted at that point.
Should a signal be warranted and desired following final design of the Airport terminal, then the
CDOT ACP will need to be amended. Because of the cumulative costs associated with
amendment to the ACP, required permitting studies, design, and high construction costs,
signalization is relatively expensive.
As a result, staff is recommending this be in a “hold” status as a Tier 3 project pending the
outcome of the Airport terminal design.
Illustration from Mead and Hunt showing conceptual outline of signalization and at-grade
bicycle and pedestrian crossing to the RFTA transit stop
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- Extension of HOV Lanes Up Valley from Airport and / or Down Valley of Maroon Creek
Roundabout
Mead and Hunt analyzed this project within the UVTE study. This effort progresses the “BRT
Enhancement” strategy within the IMS. The goal of this improvement is to improve transit times
at the congestion points moving up valley at the Airport and at the Maroon Creek Roundabout.
This project would convert limited sections of the dedicated Bus Only lanes into HOV lanes.
Models show this would move all vehicles through the congestion points, including transit, more
efficiently.
This outcome, however, is based on the assumption that the HOV lanes are effectively enforced.
As discussed earlier in this memo, a Tier 1 recommendation is to find a solution to HOV lane
enforcement for the existing lanes. Staff has significant concerns over converting bus only lanes
to HOV lanes if appropriate enforcement is not in place. Further, should the conversion not turn
out to be effective, turning the lanes back into Bus Only lanes may be difficult.
For the EOTC, since these Bus Only lanes were paid for with funds from the 0.5% Transit Sales
and Use Tax, any conversion of Bus Only lanes to HOV lanes (even for limited sections) would
require those original construction funds to be repaid back to the EOTC. The source of this
refund to the EOTC is unknown.
Further, as the Federal Highways Administration (FHWA) Record of Decision (ROD) identifies
that these lanes are to be dedicated transit only, any reduction in the lane miles of bus only lanes
and expansion of HOV lanes would require FHWA review and possibly an amendment to the
original Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and ROD.
For these notable reasons, staff has significant hesitation about this approach. As a result, it has
been listed as a Tier 3 priority because of significant legal hurdles.

- Dynamic Road Pricing (Cordon Pricing or Managed / HOT Lane)
Fehr and Peers analyzed dynamic road pricing - cordon pricing and managed / high occupancy
toll (HOT) lanes - within the IMS study. These efforts progress the “Congestion Reduction
Measures” strategy within the IMS. The goal of congestion pricing is to limit VMT and GHG
emissions.
As is noted earlier in this memo and discussed extensively in the Fehr and Peers report, while
cordon pricing and managed / HOT lanes are shown to be the most effective IMS strategy at
reducing VMT and GHG emissions, they both have significant legal, operational, infrastructure,
equity, social, and permitting hurdles. According to the Fehr and Peer’s analysis, although a
managed or HOT lane may not require a change to State law to convert the current Bus Only
lane, pursuing a cordon toll would likely require a change to State law.
Either a cordon toll or a managed / HOT lane would require a review of the appropriate FHWA
ROD for Highway 82. It is highly likely that an amendment to the ROD and possibly a new EIS
would be necessary.
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Should the State law and ROD hurdles be overcome, implementation of either a managed / HOT
lane or a cordon toll will require the development of an ongoing management structure, likely
requiring additional staff, and notable infrastructure investment.
In addition, the development of a managed / HOT lane or cordon toll will likely have local
sociopolitical ramifications ranging from equity to general public acceptance and relations with
down valley populations. In general, it is difficult to start charging for a good or service that is
perceived or expected to be free.
Due to the complicated implementation process should Managed Lanes or a Cordon toll be
pursued, staff is recommending that these be programmed for longer-term consideration. In the
meantime, Staff is recommending a number of incremental steps (HOV lane enforcement and
BRT enhancements for example) to make progress in VMT and GHG reductions while
continuing to set the stage for possible implementation of Managed Lanes or a Cordon Toll
should it be desired.
For all of these reasons, it is staff’s opinion that moving in the direction of dynamic road pricing
warrants further discussion (possibly as a topic for a 2022 retreat), particularly relative to other
longer term efforts such as the completion of the entrance to Aspen. As the intent of the staff
proposed Near Term Transit Improvement Program is to prioritize those efforts that can be
progressed relatively soon, staff is recommending that dynamic road pricing be a Tier 3 priority
due to significant legal hurdles and a significant monetary cost.

- Sage Way Sidewalk Extension
Mead and Hunt analyzed this project within the UVTE study. This effort progresses the “BRT
Enhancement” strategy within the IMS. The goal of this project is to complete sidewalk gaps
along Sage Way within the AABC providing for safer connections to transit.
Following review of CDOT’s Access Control Plan (ACP) for the AABC, improvements that can
affect a possible sidewalk alignment or could result in construction of these sidewalk connections
are possible if the ACP is implemented. ACP implementation is to be triggered by either large
development(s) within the AABC and/or possibly redevelopment of the Airport. CDOT has the
authority to require the build out of the ACP. As a result, staff is recommending that the Sage
Way Sidewalk Extension be a Tier 3 priority pending implementation of the AABC ACP.

Other Efforts Considered
- Signal Timing for Transit Speed and Reliability Improvement
Mead and Hunt analyzed this project within the UVTE study. This effort progresses the “BRT
Enhancement” strategy within the IMS. The goal of modeling traffic and transit efficiency
impacts from advanced signal timing was to identify if this improvement could notably assist in
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transit speed. The traffic signal modeling extended outside the limits of the study corridor and
included Highway 82 from Brush Creek Park and Ride into Aspen.
The results of the signal timing modeling did not show notable gains in transit speed or reduced
congestion. As a result, staff is not recommending that this be pursued as a part of the Transit
Improvement Program. However, there may be value in modeling advanced signal technology on
a Valley wide scale as gains may be able to be realized when it is studied over a larger area.

- Airport Terminal BRT Routing
Mead and Hunt analyzed this project within the UVTE study. This effort progresses the “BRT
Enhancement” strategy within the IMS. The goal of this evaluation was limited to identifying
what improvements would be necessary in order to route BRT service to a new Airport terminal
while maintaining existing transit speeds. Operational issues or other alternatives to serving the
Airport with transit were not evaluated as a part of this study. In addition, time penalties from
luggage, if it were accommodated, was not calculated.
The outcome showed that the down valley leg of the BRT would need to have an unimpeded
entry and exit to the terminal, likely grade separated under Highway 82, in order to avoid time
delays caused by at-grade turns across Highway 82.
The cost of grade separating a bus entrance and exit point under Highway 82 to the new Airport
terminal is significant. It is staff’s opinion that other alternatives to serving the new terminal with
transit need to be evaluated before any recommendations can be made. At this point, staff does
not recommend moving forward with BRT routing to the Airport terminal until further designs of
the terminal and a more thorough review of the alternatives, including operations issues, is
completed.

- HAWK Beacon at Aspen Country Inn
Mead and Hunt analyzed this project within the UVTE study. This effort progresses the “BRT
Enhancement” strategy within the IMS. The goal of a HAWK signal (High-Intensity Activated
cross WalK beacon) was to evaluate an infrastructure solution to facilitate pedestrians crossing
Highway 82 to access the down valley transit stop at the Aspen Country Inn. HAWK beacons are
designed and intended to be used on high-speed multi-lane highways similar to Highway 82.
In the case of the Aspen Country Inn RFTA stop, a HAWK beacon was evaluated as a less
expensive infrastructure solution to a grade-separated underpass. This infrastructure
improvement could be used to supplant the current Taxi in Lieu program. Operationally, traffic
models showed that the installation of this beacon would not cause notable traffic or transit
congestion issues.
Due to the still high design, permitting, and construction costs for this improvement relative to
both the expected level of utilization and the cost of the current Taxi in Lieu program, staff is not
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recommending that this improvement be pursued at this time. Instead, it is staff’s opinion that
time, energy and funds are better spent on a trail connection from Truscott to Buttermilk that
serves Aspen Country Inn and a bicycle and pedestrian underpass at Buttermilk (see Tier 1
projects).

How the Program will be Utilized
If accepted as Administrative Direction, the 2021 EOTC Near Term Transit Improvement
Program will be used as guidance by staff when creating upcoming budgets and work plans. In
addition, the Program will provide valuable guidance to staff as grant and other opportunities
come available.
This Program is proposed to be adopted as Administrative Direction and is not proposed to be
formally adopted by resolution. The reason for this is twofold: 1) the Program is laid out in a
way that provides flexibility while still identifying priority. Adopting the Program by formal
resolution reduces the flexibility that may be necessary for staff to take action on a project should
an opportunity for funding come available. And, 2) as action is taken on the efforts identified in
the Program, that effort will be formally adopted by the EOTC as a part of the annual budget
and/or work plan. As a result, adopting this Program by resolution would be administratively
duplicative.
In addition, as a part of the annual budget and work plan development process, each of the efforts
and expenditures proposed in that given year will be scored and ranked to identify how well they
meet the EOTC’s Mission, Vision, Guiding Principles, and Key Strategies from the 2020
Strategic Plan and the Priorities within the 2020 Comprehensive Valley Transportation Plan
(CVTP). In this way, the EOTC will continue to prioritize annual efforts and expenditures by
how well they meet the expressed direction of the Committee.

BUDGETARY IMPACT:
None at this time.
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Accept the proposed EOTC 2021 Near Term Transit Improvement Program as Administrative Direction
ATTACHMENTS:
1 – Proposed EOTC 2021 Near Term Transit Improvement Program
2 – Letter of Support for Hwy 82 Trail – Tim Johnson
3 – IMS Study Final Report
4 – UVTE Report
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ATTACHMENT 1 - Proposed EOTC 2021 Near Term Transit Improvement Program
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ATTACHMENT 1
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ATTACHMENT 2 – Letter of Support for Hwy 82 Trail – Tim Johnson
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ATTACHMENT 3 –IMS Phase 2 Final Report
(Included as linked file due to size)
Report also available directly at:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iMHeJ6PdkFb7EGZinkT8c6dkPRdfHGMY/view?usp=sharing
Or by going to the EOTC website (https://www.pitkincounty.com/1322/Elected-Officials-TransportationCommitt) and going to the link labeled “Click Here for Relevant Studies”
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ATTACHMENT 4 – UVTE Final Report
(Included as linked file due to size)
Report also available directly at:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gp2TB3foFCb0XsGjEOjIum_RGl5YzoIb/view?usp=sharing
Or by going to the EOTC website (https://www.pitkincounty.com/1322/Elected-Officials-TransportationCommitt) and going to the link labeled “Click Here for Relevant Studies”
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AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
EOTC MEETING DATE:

July 29, 2021

AGENDA ITEM TITLE:

Maroon Creek Roundabout Reconstruction Request

STAFF RESPONSIBLE:

David Pesnichak, Transportation Administrator

ISSUE STATEMENT: The EOTC has a request for funding in 2022 for $271,000 from the Colorado
Department of Transportation (CDOT). This funding is for the planned reconstruction of the Maroon
Creek Roundabout in 2022. In order to allow CDOT to go out to bid in a timely fashion for this project in
the fall of 2021, CDOT has requested approval of these funds from the EOTC in advance of the normal
EOTC budget meeting in October. In order to obligate the funds in 2022, the EOTC will need to approve
an amended 2021 budget.
BACKGROUND:
As outlined in the attached letter from Andrew Knapp, P.E., CDOT Glenwood Springs Resident Engineer
(See exhibit 1), in 2022 CDOT will be repaving Highway 82 from the Aspen Airport Business Center to
the Castle Creek Bridge. Mr. Knapp explains, “As part of this CDOT funded project we are considering
reconstructing the Maroon Creek roundabout in concrete pavement and simultaneously making some
select safety and operation improvements to the roundabout.”
The motivation for redoing the Maroon Creek Roundabout in concrete over asphalt is to prevent the kind
of failures seen every few years that results in notable transit and traffic backups and delays. In addition,
CDOT is looking to make some safety and operational improvements that will help the Roundabout
operate more smoothly.
CDOT, as the project lead, has secured a number of internal and external funding sources for the
roundabout reconstruction project. As of the writing of this report, the cost for the roundabout
reconstruction only is estimated at $2.53 million. The funding sources secured for construction to date
include:
- City of Aspen:
- Pitkin County:
- RFTA:
- CDOT:

$980,000
$100,000
$300,000
$1,190,000

CDOT is also funding the design of the project, which is committed at $157,600. This is above CDOT’s
contribution for construction.
Pitkin County is also permitting the use of McLain Flats Road as the official detour during construction.
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While the EOTC has a request from CDOT for $271,000 toward this infrastructure project, it is important
to note that the EOTC by Statute can only provide funding to projects that improve transit. As a result,
Mr. Knapp has provided the following nexus to transit (See Exhibit 1):
CDOT is requesting the EOTC participate as a funding partner for this project. Since the
EOTC is a transit focused body CDOT is requesting funding participation at the level
commensurate with the use of the roundabout by transit vehicles. A traffic study of the
Maroon Creek Roundabout dated July 1, 2020 done by Kimley Horn on behalf of the City
of Aspen counted bus traffic at 3.57% of vehicles on the day traffic data was recorded. The
State Highway Access code considers busses to have a passenger car equivalency of 3 due
to their increased length compared to passenger cars. Based on that information CDOT is
requesting the EOTC participate at a funding level of 3.57% x 3, or 10.71%. At the current
estimated cost of $2.53 million that amounts to a contribution towards the project of
$271,000.
It is staff’s opinion that this nexus to transit is rational. The benefits to transit are related to increased
reliability due to improved operation and fewer infrastructure failures that cause unexpected delays to
transit service.
In addition to funds for the project, the EOTC is also able to assist by allowing usage of the Dynamic
Message Sign (DMS) on Highway 82 located about a mile down valley of the Brush Creek Park and
Ride. This sign can provide construction and detour related messaging to motorists and encourage transit
ridership.
Further, Staff understands that CDOT is considering smart work zone technology to display travel times
on portable message boards during construction similar to those used on the Grand Avenue Bridge
Project.
This is to be a 2022 construction project and as a result, these funds are requested for EOTC’s 2022
budget year. Based on the 2021 EOTC approved budget, the EOTC is projected to have $1,739,224 in
unobligated funds in 2022, which allows for adequate funding to support this project. In addition, based
on revenue reported through 2021 to date from the Pitkin County Finance Department, it is anticipated
that the EOTC will have more funding available than is contemplated in the currently approved 2021
budget. This revenue projection will be updated at the October 28, 2021 budget meeting as a part of the
2022 budget approval process.
As a reminder, projects may be funded from the ½ cent Pitkin County Transit Sales and Use Tax that
support and have a rational nexus to public mass transportation; satisfactorily meet the Mission, Vision,
Guiding Principles, and Key Strategies within the 2020 EOTC Strategic Plan; and are in compliance with
the EOTC’s 2020 Comprehensive Valley Transportation Plan (CVTP).
EOTC staff from the City of Aspen, Town of Snowmass Village, Pitkin County, RFTA and the Regional
Transportation Administrator have considered and ranked this project in accordance to how well it meets
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the EOTC’s Mission, Vision, Guiding Principles, and Key Strategies and the CVTP. This ranking is
relative to other projects approved by the EOTC for the 2021 budget year. Out of a possible 40 points,
this project scored a 27.7 (See Exhibit 4). This score is on par with other projects funded in 2021 which
ranged from a low of 17.2 (Aspen Country Inn Taxi Service in Lieu) to a high of 34.6 (Brush Creek Park
and Ride FLAP Grant Improvements).
In addition, this project is located on the Highway 82 which is a key transit corridor identified in the
CVTP. This project also advances several identified CVTP Regional and Upper Valley Priorities.
It is Staff’s recommendation that the EOTC participate as requested in the Maroon Creek Roundabout
reconstruction in 2022 as it satisfactorily meets the EOTC Mission, Vision, Guiding Principles, and Key
Strategies as well as the CVTP. Functionally, this project will help improve transit speed and reliability in
a congested area of the Highway 82 corridor. In addition, it is Staff’s opinion that the EOTC has adequate
funding available in 2022 in the amount requested.
Should the EOTC vote to approve this amended 2021 budget request, Staff has prepared a resolution of
approval for review and signature for the City of Aspen and the Town of Snowmass Village. As the
administrating entity for the EOTC budget, Pitkin County would subsequently approve this amended
budget as a part of the County’s 3rd quarter supplemental budget process.
BUDGETARY IMPACT:
$271,000 in 2022
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Approval of 2022 Maroon Creek Roundabout Reconstruction Funding Request, Approval of an Amended
2021 EOTC Budget, and Authorization for Signature on the Resolution of Approval (One for Each
Jurisdiction).
ATTACHMENTS:
Exhibit 1 – Letter from Andrew Knapp, P.E., CDOT Glenwood Springs Resident Engineer
Exhibit 2 – Maroon Creek Roundabout Reconstruction Plan
Exhibit 3 – Updated EOTC 2021 Budget with Requested Funding
Exhibit 4 – EOTC Staff 2021 Budget Amendment Score Sheet
Exhibit 5 – Town of Snowmass Village Resolution of Approval
Exhibit 6 – City of Aspen Resolution of Approval
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EXHIBIT 1
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EXHIBIT 1
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EXHIBIT 2
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EXHIBIT 3
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EXHIBIT 4
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EXHIBIT 5

TOWN OF SNOWMASS VILLAGE
RESOLUTION NO.
SERIES OF 2021
A RESOLUTION OF THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF SNOWMASS VILLAGE,
COLORADO, APPROVING THE 1st AMENDED 2021 BUDGET FOR THE PITKIN
COUNTY 1/2 CENT TRANSIT SALES AND USE TAX
WHEREAS, the Town Council of Snowmass Village, the Aspen City Council and the
Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners (the "Parties") have previously identified
general elements of their Comprehensive Valley Transportation Plan (the "Plan") which are
eligible for funding from the Pitkin County one-half cent transit sales and use tax; and
WHEREAS, the Parties entered into an Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) dated
May 3rd, 2021 which identifies the method and process by which the Parties are to implement
the Plan; and
WHEREAS, at the EOTC meeting held on July 29, 2021, the Parties considered and
approved the attached amended 2021 budget for the Pitkin County one-half cent transit
sales and use tax; and
WHEREAS, the Town of Snowmass Village Council now desires to ratify the budget
approval given at the EOTC meeting by adoption of this resolution.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Town Council of the Town of
Snowmass Village, Colorado, that the attached amended 2021 budget for the one-half cent
transit sales and use tax is hereby approved.
READ, APPROVED, AND ADOPTED by the Town Council of the Town of
Snowmass Village, Colorado on the _____ of July, 2021, upon a motion made by Council
Member _____________________________, the second of Council Member
____________________, and upon a vote of ______ in favor and ______ opposed.

TOWN OF SNOWMASS VILLAGE

_________________________
Bill Madsen, Mayor
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APPROVED AS TO FORM

________________________
John Dresser, Town Attorney
ATTEST:

_________________________
Rhonda Coxan, Town Clerk
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EXHIBIT 6

RESOLUTION NO. ____
SERIES OF 2021
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ASPEN, COLORADO,
APPROVING THE 1st AMENDED 2021 BUDGET FOR THE PITKIN COUNTY 1/2 CENT
TRANSIT SALES AND USE TAX
WHEREAS, the Aspen City Council, the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners
and the Town Council of Snowmass Village (the "Parties") have previously identified general
elements of their Comprehensive Valley Transportation Plan (the "Plan") which are eligible for
funding from the Pitkin County one-half cent transit sales and use tax; and
WHEREAS, the Parties entered into an Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) dated May
3 , 2021 which identifies the method and process by which the Parties are to implement the Plan;
and
WHEREAS, at the EOTC meeting held on July 29, 2021, the Parties considered and
approved the attached amended 2021 budget for the Pitkin County one-half cent transit sales and
use tax; and
rd

WHEREAS, the City of Aspen wishes to ratify the approvals given at the EOTC meeting by
adoption of this resolution.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Aspen,
Colorado, that the attached amended 2021 budget for the one-half cent transit sales and use tax is
hereby approved.
RESOLVED, APPROVED, AND ADOPTED this
Council for the City of Aspen, Colorado.

day of July, 2021, by the City

_________________________
Torre, Mayor
I, Nicole Henning, duly appointed and acting City Clerk, do certify that the foregoing is a
true and accurate copy of that resolution adopted by the City Council of the City of Aspen,
Colorado, at a meeting held July
, 2021.
_________________________
Nicole Henning, City Clerk
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AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
EOTC MEETING DATE:

July 29, 2021

AGENDA ITEM TITLE:

Transportation Administrator Updates

STAFF RESPONSIBLE:

David Pesnichak, Transportation Administrator

ISSUE STATEMENT: This memo is intended to keep the EOTC up to date on efforts that are within or
could affect areas within the EOTC’s purview. The updates included in this memo are as follows.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Brush Creek Park and Ride to AABC Trail Connection Feasibility Study
Brush Creek Park and Ride – One-Season Food Truck / Farm Stand Experiment
Buttermilk Park and Ride Signage
No-Fare Service Cost Transfer from EOTC to RFTA
Town of Snowmass Village Transit Center – Progress Update
(Provided by David Peckler, Transportation Director, Town of Snowmass Village)

BACKGROUND: The following updates are provided for EOTC information.

a.

Brush Creek Park and Ride to AABC Trail Connection Feasibility Study

As the EOTC may recall from the October 2020 meeting, this is a new partnership project to look at the
trail connection from the Brush Creek Park and Ride to the Aspen Airport Business Center starting in
2021. The total feasibility study cost was anticipated to be $75,000 with Pitkin County Open Space and
Trails (OST), City of Aspen Parks and Open Space, and the Elected Officials Transportation Committee
each contributing $25,000. The EOTC approved $25,000 for this feasibility study in October 2020 for
2021.
The City of Aspen, Town of Snowmass Village and Pitkin County have been creating a seamless off
highway trail connection throughout the upper valley for over 25 years. The Rio Grande Trail, Owl
Creek Trail, Aspen Business Center Trail, and Brush Creek Trail connect the upper valley communities
and provide a commuting and recreational amenity.
There is one large gap in the system since the Brush Creek Trail currently ends at the Brush Creek Park
and Ride, which is a major transportation hub between Aspen and Snowmass Village. Trail users have
only one off highway trail option from this lot to connect to the Aspen Airport Business Center and
Aspen. This connection takes users down valley towards Woody Creek, down the Aspen Mass Trail to
Jaffee Park that connects to a steep soft surface trail to the Rio Grande Trail.
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To fill this gap Pitkin County OST completed a feasibility study in 2012 to look at options to provide a
more direct connection that would encourage many more users to use the Brush Creek Park and Ride for
parking and commuting via bike. The goal is to update this feasibility study.
When the feasibility study was completed in 2012 the Pitkin County Open Space Board and BOCC
decided to hold off on this project until a partnership could be created. The new feasibility study will
identify the possible options and provide updated cost estimates.
To date, Pitkin County OST has advertised an RFP for the project and SGM has been selected to lead the
effort. Total project cost is now contracted at $108,000 although the EOTC contribution remains at
$25,000 for 2021. In order to keep the project moving in 2022, staff anticipates an additional funding
request to complete this study in collaboration with the City of Aspen and Pitkin County in 2022. The
exact request for 2022 will be determined prior to the October budget meeting.
The local project team consists of representatives from the City of Aspen Parks and Open Space
Department, Pitkin County Open Space and Trails, the Town of Snowmass Village Parks and Recreation
Department, and the Regional Transportation Administrator. This initial phase in 2021 and early 2022
will consist of a feasibility analysis and a determination of possible alignment alternatives including
estimated costs.
Following review and presentation to each of the trails and open space boards in February 2022, it is
anticipated that the alternatives will be presented to the EOTC at the spring 2022 meeting (tentatively
March 2022). Should an alternative or set of alternatives appear workable to each of the open space and
trails boards and the EOTC, then the next phase will be to vet those alternatives with the public.
This public input phase may be accompanied by an additional funding request from the EOTC. This
funding request will be reviewed as a part of the appropriate budget cycle when this phase is to be
undertaken.

b.

Brush Creek Park and Ride – One Season Food Truck / Farm Stand Experiment Update

As the EOTC may recall, direction was provided at the April 30, 2020 meeting to move forward with a
one-season experiment at the Brush Creek Park and Ride that includes the placement of up to one food
truck and/or one farm stand. This experiment was anticipated to take place in either the summer of 2021
or 2022 depending on the schedule for the FLAP improvements construction at the Park and Ride, which
was unknown at the time.
With this direction, the Transportation Administrator moved forward with: 1) obtaining consent from
CDOT as the property owner; 2) obtaining a 1041 regulation determination from the Pitkin County
Community Development Department; and, 3) obtaining a determination on a Location and Extent
Review from the Pitkin County Planning and Zoning Commission.
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To date, CDOT has provided consent for the experiment, the Pitkin County Community Development
Department issued a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) in relation to the County 1041
regulations, and in November 2020 the Pitkin County Planning and Zoning Commission approved the
Location and Extent, with conditions.
As the construction of the FLAP improvements is now set for 2022, Staff prepared for the food truck
and/or farm stand experiment to move forward in the summer of 2021. Staff worked through the
solicitation process with Pitkin County Procurement to ensure there is a transparent and equitable
selection for the food truck and farm stand vendor.
In February staff started to advertise and actively search for a food truck and/or farm stand vendor. The
closing date for the solicitation was originally March 12, 2021. This deadline was then extended to midApril, 2021. During this time, although some questions and interest was noted, no food truck or farm
stand vendors ultimately submitted a proposal.
In accordance with the Pitkin County permit, the timeframe for this experiment to occur is May to
September. The vendor(s) will also need to enter into a lease with CDOT as the property owner. Once an
interested vendor is identified it is estimated that the lease process with CDOT will take 6 weeks to
finalize.
The primary purpose for this experiment is to formulate data on the impacts of a vendor(s) at the Park and
Ride to support transit ridership. As the current Pitkin County permit only allows this experiment to take
place within one season to demonstrate effectiveness of the vendor(s) to encourage transit ridership, it is
important that a vendor be onsite for as much of the permitted timeframe as possible. Given these
timeframes and the lack of vendor interest between February and May, City, County and Town staff
decided at the first part of May to delay the experiment until 2023. Staff felt that with the passage of time
and the known timeframe needed to have a lease signed with CDOT before a vendor could be onsite, the
value of the experiment was being lost.
As a result of the lack of interest from food truck and farm stand vendors this year, Staff is now working
with Pitkin County Community Development to amend the Location and Extent Permit that was issued in
November 2020 to allow for the experiment to instead take place in summer 2023. Staff is currently in the
queue with Pitkin County Community Development to hold a Pre-Application conference and begin the
permit amendment process. Further, as the Park and Ride will be under construction in the summer of
2022, having a food truck and/or farm stand on site the first summer season following its redevelopment
and following COVID may be a welcome reintroduction to passengers and carpoolers to the facility.
Throughout this one-season experiment, Staff will monitor the impacts of the food truck and / or farm
stand on transit ridership, carpooling, and Park and Ride usage throughout the season. The findings will
be brought back to the EOTC following completion of the experiment. Should the findings from this one
season experiment show promising results in encouraging transit ridership then a new Location and
Extent application may be submitted to Pitkin County Community Development, with EOTC direction, to
have a vendor(s) onsite on a more permanent basis.
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c.

Buttermilk Park and Ride Signage

Over the course of the past year, it has come to Staff’s attention that there is no signage on Highway 82
indicating the location of the Buttermilk Park and Ride. As a result, the Transportation Administrator, the
City of Aspen Parking Director, and the Pitkin County Public Works Director have been working in
partnership to find a solution to filling this basic information gap. Adding static metal signage on
Highway 82 indicating the location of the Buttermilk Park and Ride appears to be a relatively low cost
improvement with potentially notable gains.
The anticipated signage would include one up valley and one down valley static metal sign on Highway
82. The signage on Highway 82 for the Buttermilk Park and Ride will be similar to the static metal blue
and white signs for Brush Creek Park and Ride.
As of the writing of this memo, Staff has obtained a permit from CDOT, ordered and received the signs
and is making arrangements for their installation. Based on available funding sources, the Transportation
Administrator has identified funds within the EOTC budget that is designated for ‘Professional Services’
that involves participation in regional transportation. As this is an intergovernmental effort and is
consistent with the EOTC Strategic Plan and CVTP, the Transportation Administrator worked with SGM
in Glenwood Springs to conduct the necessary design, site planning and permitting with CDOT. The cost
of permitting and site planning through SGM was $4,000 and within the identified 2021 budget line item.
The City of Aspen Parking Department has provide funding for the physical signs while the Pitkin
County Public Works Department is managing and funding the installation.

d.

No Fare Service Cost Transfer from EOTC to RFTA

As was initially reviewed at the October 17, 2019 EOTC meeting and again at the October 29, 2020
EOTC meeting, staff has been pursuing discussions with RFTA to consider transferring the AspenSnowmass-Woody Creek No-Fare service from the EOTC to RFTA. This transfer of the No-Fare service
cost was initiated by the financial impacts caused by HB 19-1240. It was initially hoped that these
discussions would have come to resolution in 2020, however due to COVID and the financial uncertainty
it created these discussions were postponed until spring 2021. Now with more information on the
pandemic and both the EOTC’s and RFTA’s financial situation, staff has resumed discussions to
potentially transfer the cost of this service.
At these EOTC meetings in 2019 and 2020 staff presented to the Committee the anticipated impacts of
Colorado HB 19-1240 Sales and Use Tax Administration (effective June 1, 2019). As a reminder, this
state law was the result of the U.S. Supreme Court decision, i.e. South Dakota vs. Wayfair, which requires
all retailers, including out-of-state retailers that do not have a physical presence in Colorado, to collect
state and local sales tax at the point of delivery. This tax law impacts the sales and use tax revenues that
come to the EOTC via the 0.5% Transit Sales and Use Tax. As a result of this law, the EOTC is seeing an
increase in local sales tax collections, however these increases are being more than offset by the decreases
in use tax collections.
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The goal of transferring the cost of the No-Fare service from the EOTC to RFTA is simply to move this
cost from the EOTC where revenues have decreased to RFTA where revenues have increased as a result
of HB 19-1240. The purpose of the analysis being conducted by Staff to date is to ensure that any transfer
of cost to RFTA will be fully offset by increases in revenue solely from the Pitkin County 0.5% Transit
Sales Tax and will not require any additional subsidization from any other RFTA revenue source. In
addition, Staff is working so there will be no interruption of the No-Fare service noticeable to customers
within Pitkin County because of this cost transfer.
As a reminder, the EOTC derives revenue from the 0.5% Pitkin County Sales and Use Taxes. These
funding sources are then distributed as follows:
- 0.5% Pitkin County Use Tax on construction goods, motor vehicles and fabricated goods are 100%
dedicated to EOTC activities, and
- 0.5% Pitkin County Sales Tax are 18.96% dedicated to EOTC activities, and 81.04% to RFTA.
To represent these revenue sources graphically, the below chart represents actual revenues (2005-2020)
and projected revenues (2021-2025) for the EOTC compared to the 81.04% Sales Tax collections from
the 0.5% Pitkin County Transit Sales and Use Tax that goes to RFTA. As is shown in the graph, EOTC
revenue from the 0.5% Use Tax drops off notably in 2020 but the EOTC sees only a relatively small
increase in sales tax revenue. Looking into the future, it is anticipated that 0.5% Use Tax revenues will
remain relatively constant at this new lower level driven by the remaining levy on motor vehicle
registrations.
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Based on staff’s initial findings of the period between 2018 through 2020, it appears that the 0.5% Pitkin
County Use Tax revenues decreased by approximately $1.04 million and the 0.5% Pitkin County Sales
Tax revenues increased by $1.1 million. However, the net impact to the EOTC over the two-year period
was a decline in its dedicated share of 0.5% Pitkin County Use Tax revenues of approximately $831,517
while the net impact to RFTA was an increase of approximately $902,093. Refer to the chart below:

The actual sales and use tax revenue trends are consistent with the initial expectations made in 2019. The
increase in revenues to RFTA appear to be sufficient for RFTA to assume all or a portion of the No-Fare
service fare offset. However, information is not available to identify the exact amount of sales tax
revenues that are attributable to the tax law change on June 2019.
Staff plans to continue to review and analyze the information. No decision is required at this time, but
staff will continue to work with RFTA staff as RFTA moves into their 2022 budgeting process.
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e.

Town of Snowmass Village Transit Center – Progress Update
(David Peckler, Transportation Director, Town of Snowmass Village)
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

TO:

Elected Officials Transportation Committee

FROM:

David Peckler, Town of Snowmass Village Transportation Director

MEETING DATE:

July 29,2021

SUBJECT:

Mall Transit Station Project Update

BACKGROUND:
In the Spring of 2020, the Town Council formally approved the preferred design for the
proposed Mall Transit Station. Upon that approval, staff has worked with the EOTC and the
State of Colorado (specifically for a $300,000 MMOF grant) to allocate $1,250,000 of various
funding sources to undertake the design of the Station in 2021 in preparation for construction in
2022.
Following a competitive bid process, Short Elliott Hendrickson Inc. (SEH) has been selected as
the lead design firm for the project. We are utilizing a construction management/general
contractor (CM/GC) design and construction approach for this project. We are working through
contract details with RA Nelson to be the CM/GC for the project.
The adopted Feasibility Study, conceptual design, of the Mall Transit Station was done by SEH
and approved by Council in April. Since the adoption staff has completed the Environmental
Assessment for the project and has submitted it to the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) for
their review and acceptance. This is a requirement of any project that is looking to secure
Federal funding for construction. We are responding to questions from FTA that should lead to
approve of our request for a Categorical Exclusion.
Our project is listed as a Priority Project for the Intermountain Transportation Planning Region
(IMTPR). The IMTPR is a Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) planning region that
covers Pitkin County and the Highway 82 corridor. Our project has been included in latest State
legislation for transportation capital funding in SB 260. The legislation has been passed by the
State Legislature and we have been awarded $4.5 million for the Transit Station project.
We have kept the Roaring Fork Transportation Authority (RFTA) informed on the design work
for the transit station and it has been incorporated in their Destination 2040 Plan. RFTA has
committed $500,000 to the project. We will be starting detailed design meetings with the
Architect, CM/GC, and appropriate staff from RFTA and the Town.
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FINANCIAL IMPACT:
Dollars were added to the original Opinion of Probable Cost in the Feasibility Study for inflation
and the addition of electric charging stations for some bus stations and car stalls. The original
projection was roughly $10 million and that has been increased to $12 million. At present we
have $6 million dedicated to the project from the Elected Officials Transportation Committee
(EOTC), $4.5 million from the State in SB 260, $500,000 from RFTA and $1 million from the
Town

BUDGETARY IMPACT:
None at this time.
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
None at this time.
ATTACHMENTS: None
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